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0.000001. . . . . . . . zero zero zero zero zero one, small isn’t it! 

This is one millionth of one metre and referred to as a micron. This is the common unit of

measurement used when describing particle size or averaged dirt particle diameter. Size wise,

a grain of table salt is 70 micron, a grain of talcum powder is 10 micron and the smallest size

the naked eye can see is 40 micron. The industry universally acknowledges that the most wear

causing size particles in the combustion engine are in the size range of bacteria, 5 to 20 micron. 

Only liquid applied filters state efficiency at various
particle micron sizes. Air or dry type  filters base dirt
removal efficiency on a controlled sample of many
particle sizes and the results are based on the final
filtration efficiency of the total dust sucked to and
stopped by the element as per test standard SAE J726C.

An example of wet filter micron rating is FS1000
and FS1007, both are  98.7% @ 10 micron. Under the
Multipass test this 98.7% removal efficiency is
recognised as equivalent to 10 micron Absolute,
therefore stops all particles 10 micron and larger. 

How can this be you may ask, Absolute is
100%. The explanation is, the Absolute
method uses glass spherical beads and
tests the efficiency after only one pass of
the contaminate to the filter. This is no
where near as conclusive as the Multipass
method which recirculates the fluid similar
to real life conditions, ie. uses real dust of
various shapes and better accounts for the
holding ability of the filtration media over
time. In other words testing these same
filters using the single pass method would
certainly see at least 10 micron Absolute
(100% efficient), the Multipass test for the result
of 98.7% is far more accurate than the Absolute
method. For this reason the Absolute rating system is
quickly disappearing and being replaced by the
Multipass rating method. 

When inquiring on
micron ratings through
Fleetguard Nelson you
will mostly be given
TWA efficiency at one
or more micron size
efficiencies determined
during the Multipass
testing procedure. TWA stands for Time Weighted
Average of results from readings taken every 10 minutes
during the Multipass test SAE J1858. For example
LF3333 is 20% efficient at 10 microns removal and at 
30 micron size particles it is 68% efficient.

With hydraulic filters this same Multipass test is 
mostly expressed as the Beta Ratio which also can 
be interpreted as a percentage of efficiency. More on
this in the next issue so please stay tuned. 

Below: Captured
multipass real test dust
magnified
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Tel: (03) 9721 9100

or 1800 032 037
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...............................................................................................................................

Position: ............................................................................................................

...............................................................................................................................

Business Name: .............................................................................................

...............................................................................................................................

Postal Address: ..............................................................................................

...............................................................................................................................

Phone Number: ..............................................................................................

Fax Number: ....................................................................................................

E-mail Address: ..............................................................................................

Fax to:

Fleetguard Australia
Within Australia: (03) 9721 9147
Outside Australia: +61 3 9721 9147
Mail to:

Fleetguard Australia
P.O. Box 271
Kilsyth  3137
Victoria
or E-mail:
fleetassist@fleetguard.com 
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3. TWA stands for:

A Total Weight Averaged B Test Weight Average C Time Weighted Average

2. Any multipass or Beta Ratio result of 98.7% or better can be taken to be similar to which other rating:

A Nominal B Absolute C Gravimetric

1. The absolute micron rating method uses which contaminate for testing the efficiency:

A Glass spherical beads B Real dust C Mixture of real dust
and glass beads
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ISO 9002 LIC 1722
Standards Australia

How to Enter:
■ Mark your answers in the space provided under each question either A, B or C.
■ Only one choice is accepted for each question.
■ Include your name and business details below each time.  
■ Fax or mail your answers back to Fleetguard.

Conditions and Rewards:
■ Participation is open to all.
■ Only one entry per person is permitted.
■ Answers must be sent by the due date to Fleetguard Australia on the Q & A sheet only with all

relevant details completed.
■ Entries received with  all questions marked correctly go into a draw, three prizes will be awarded

worth $200 in total. 
■ Correct answers and lucky draw 100% prize winners will be published in the next edition of

Fleetschool Access. 
■ Prizes will be mailed to the winners FIS only to the address entered on the return form.
■ Fleetguard Australia reserves the right to disallow businesses from applying for or continuing

participation in the FleetMail and the accompanying Fleetschool Access at anytime without prior
warning or explanation.


